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Instance Variables 2
Any time that an object needs to be able to keep track of or hang on to another
object or a number, you need to store that value in a variable. If you want to be able
to hang on to that value permanently, rather than losing it as soon as the method it was declared in is done,
you have to store it in an instance variable.

An instance variable acts just like a regular variable, except that:
. 1 It is declared inside a class block rather than a method block.
. 2 Its declaration should start with the keyword private, meaning that no other object can use it.

If you assign a value to an instance variable in any method, all the other methods will be able to see the
change. So, for example, Turtle has methods that set pen and color instance variables; these variables,
in turn, affect how the turtle looks and what it draws when it moves.

. 1 A policeman needs to be able to patrol an area, receive instructions, call in for backup, and arrest
people. These are methods, theings that the class PoliceOfficer is capable of doing. What
instance variables does every PoliceOfficer have that make this possible? (List about 3 or 4)

. 2 In some games, the "winner" of a collision depends on the strength of each other two objects that
collided. Suppose that you are writing a class RankedObject. When two RankedObjects
collide:

The object with the lesser team number dies
The object with the greater team number increases its score by one.

Here, score of course is an instance variable of RankedObject, and team is an instance
variable of its superclass, GameObject. Fill in the collide() method below.

public class RankedObject extends GameObject {
   private int score;
   public RankedObject(int x, int y, int team) {
      super(x, y, "asteroid");
      score = 0;
   }
   public void collision(GameObject other) {
      
      
      
      



. 3 A class MysteryNumber has several methods that all act on its instance variable number. Fill in
the implementation of the methods and constructor below.

public class MysteryNumber extends Object {
   private int number;
   
   public MysteryNumber(int number) {
      
      
      
      
   }
   public MysteryNumber() {
      this(7);
   }
   public int getNumber() {
      
      
   }
   public void setNumber(int number) {
      
      
   }
   // Set number to twice what it was before
   public void doubleNumber() {
      
      
   }
   public void subtractFromNumber(int numberToSubtract) {
      
      
   }
   // Give my number to other and take its number for myself
   public void swapNumbers(MysteryNumber other) {
      
      
      
      
      
   }
}

. 4 What is printed if I do this?

MysteryNumber a = new MysteryNumber();
MysteryNumber b = new MysteryNumber(a.getNumber() / 2);
a.subtractFromNumber(b.getNumber());
b.swapNumbers(a);
System.out.println("a: " + a.getNumber() + ", b: " +
b.getNumber());


